Single photons are the natural link between the nodes of a quantum network: they coherently propagate [1] and interact with many types of quantum bits including natural and artificial atoms [2][3][4][5]. Ideally, one atom should deterministically control the state of a photon and vice-versa. The interaction between free space photons and an atom is however intrinsically weak and many efforts have been dedicated to develop an efficient interface [6]. Recently, it was shown that the propagation of light can be controlled by an atomic resonance coupled to a cavity or a single mode waveguide [3,[7][8][9][11][12][13]]. Here we demonstrate that the state of a single artificial atom in a cavity can be efficiently controlled by a few-photon pulse. We study a quantum dot optimally coupled to an electrically-controlled cavity device [14], acting as a near optimal one-dimensional atom [15]. By monitoring the exciton population through resonant fluorescence, we demonstrate Rabi oscillations with a π-pulse of only 3.8 photons on average. The probability to flip the exciton quantum bit with a single photon Fock state is calculated to reach 55% in the same device.
Photonic channels are close to ideal transmitters of the quantum information and the light-matter interaction provides a natural framework to interface photonic channels and quantum nodes. Photons interact with a large variety of quantum systems, from atomic ensembles [16] to single atoms [17] or ions [2] , as well as all kinds of solid-state artificial atoms such as semiconductor quantum dots [3, 7-9] or defects in diamonds [18] . The scalability of a quantum network requires highly efficient quantum interfaces between flying and stationary quantum bits. However, mapping a photonic channel to a single (artificial) atom in free space is naturally inefficient: using strong light focusing and temporally shaped laser pulses, 50 photons are still typically needed to control an atomic state [19] . An ideal atomphoton interface requires that a single atom interacts with only a single and well-defined mode of the optical field. Such ideal one-dimensional (1D) atom situation can be obtained by controlling the spontaneous emission of the atom using photonics structures like single sided leaky cavities [11, 20] , single mode photonic waveguides [21, 22] or fibers evanescently coupled to directional cavity modes [13] : the spontaneous emission is accelerated into a well defined mode of the electromagnetic field [11, 13, 20] or inhibited in all other modes [21, 22] .
Spectacular results have been reported in this area in the last few years. Ultrabright single photon sources have been obtained by placing semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) in cavities [20] or single mode nanowires [21, 22] . Single natural or artificial atoms in macroscopic cavities or photonics nanostructures have been shown to control the reflectivity or transmission of attenuated coherent pulses, with first demonstrations of optical gates operating at the single photon level [3, 7-9, 11-13]. Elementary quantum networks have been demonstrated with atoms in macroscopic cavities, where the photon emitted by one atom is absorbed by a second one [23] . Here, we report on the coherent control of a near optimal 1D artificial atom with few-photon pulses.
We study the coherent control of a QD quantum bit coupled to a microcavity. Two types of quantum bits are explored with single QDs: excitons [24] or spin quantum bits [25] . Here we study an exciton transition optimally coupled to a micropillar cavity. Light is confined vertically in a λ-cavity surrounded by two GaAs/Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As Bragg-reflectors and laterally through the etching of a connected pillar structure as introduced in ref. [1] . Figure 1a presents a sketch of the device: a single quantum dot is inserted in a circular micropillar cavity with diameter 2.9 µm, connected through one-dimensional 1.4 µm wide ridges to a large frame where an electrical contact is defined. Combined with a p-i-n doping of the layers, this geometry allows applying a bias to the structure, a critical tool to finely tune the QD resonance to the cavity mode energy as well as to stabilize the charge environment of the QD [2]. The cavity is fabricated using a cryogenic in-situ lithography to center each cavity device on a single QD with 50 nm spatial accuracy [14] . Evidence for this deterministic positioning is provided by the emission map of the device shown in figure 1b: a very bright signal originating from the QD appears at the center of the cavity, signature of increased collection efficiency. The sample is placed in a closed-cycle cryostat at 4K and a confocal geometry setup is used to excite the QD and collect the signal through a microscope objective (NA 0.75). µeV with a linewidth of κ = 120 µeV (quality factors around 11000) whereas the exciton fine structure splitting amounts to ∆ F SS = 15 µeV . As shown by the polar plot in figure   1d , the QD axes labeled X and Y are roughly aligned to the crystal axes at 40
• from the cavity ones. This configuration allows us to monitor the exciton population using resonant fluorescence as explained below.
To characterize the QD-cavity coupling, reflectivity measurements are performed scanning a V-polarized continuous wave laser across the cavity mode resonance. These measurements show that the present device is close to the textbook situation of the 1D atom: every photon sent on the device enters the cavity with probability η in > 0.95 and interacts with the exciton. The exciton emits a photon back into the cavity mode with a probability 2C 2C+1
= 0.96 and this photon escapes through the top mirror with a probability η out = 0.7 ± 0.05. As discussed below, this 1D atom configuration allows a coherent control of the exciton quantum bit with few photon pulses.
The quantum bit state is probed by resonantly exciting the device with shaped pulses from a Titanium-Sapphire laser delivering 3 ps pulses at a 82 MHz repetition rate. The pulse duration is adjusted between 10 ps and 90 ps. Using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and a half waveplate, we excite the device with linearly polarized light along V and separate the H and V polarized device optical response (figure 2a). The exciton population is monitored by measuring the exciton fluorescence in the orthogonal H polarization. . This superposition temporally evolves as |ψ(t) =
, eventually leading to an emission along H polarization.
To theoretically account for the experiment, a model schematically described in fig 2b and presented in details in the supplementary materials is developed. The QD is modeled as a V-type 3-level system (i.e. the ground state |g and the two polarized excitons |X and |Y ).
Its interaction with the V and H polarized cavity modes is treated within the rotating-wave approximation. When the V-mode cavity is driven by a coherent field, the density matrix of the system consisting of the V-mode coupled to the QD is calculated using a Lindblad master equation (see supplementals for details). We now study the coherent control of the exciton by monitoring the time integrated H-polarized emission intensity. The exciton population oscillates during the pulse, driven by the V polarized excitation. The H-polarized emission mostly takes place after the pulse as shown in figure 2d . When increasing the average power for a given pulse duration, the probability for the QD to be in the exciton state at the end of the pulse oscillates [28, 29] , resulting in oscillations in the H-polarized emission with the excitation power. observations are theoretically reproduced in Figure 3b presenting the calculated H-polarized exciton emission as a function of n . The model includes only the parameters extracted from figure 1e and assumes a perfect input coupling efficiency (η in = 1). An excellent agreement with the experimental observations is obtained. Though these Rabi oscillations demonstrate the few-photon coherent control of the exciton, it does not provide a direct measure of the probability to flip the exciton state. This flip probability can be derived from the theoretical model by calculating the probability of finding the QD in its excited state (both H or V dipole) as shown in figure 3c for the two pulse durations. At π−pulse, sending 8.6 (3.8) photons is sufficient to flip the exciton qubit with a probability of 81% (62%) depending on the pulse length. The flip probability is sligthly reduced for the longer pulse: Rabi oscillations driven by the V excitation are damped by the spontaneous emission of the exciton in the V mode and by the time evolution toward the |H exciton state. With a Purcell factor of 13, corresponding to an emission decay time around 100 ps, spontaneous emission damping hardly plays a role for the 12 ps pulse, while oscillations are damped for a 56 ps pulse. On the other hand, more photons are needed with the 12 ps pulse, because of the lower spectral overlap between the excitation pulse and the exciton state.
Such low photon number coherent control establishes a new state of the art for solid-state optical devices. Until now, such efficient interface had only been reached with a single atom trapped in a cavity [12] or close to fiber-coupled microresonator [13] . It is demonstrated here for a micron-size semiconductor device produced with a fully deterministic and highly reproducible technology. To flip the exciton quantum bit with even lower photon numbers, two parameters should be considered. First, the current experiment uses attenuated coherent pulses: for a coherent pulse with n = 1, the probability that the pulse actually contains no photons is 1/e=36%. Figure 3d . A 44% increase of the probability to flip the quantum bit is expected: sending a single photon on the same device would ensure a probability to flip the exciton quantum bit with 55% probability. The other parameter that increases the number of photons at π-pulse is specific to the present experiment. Since the exciton state presents a sizeable FSS, around ∆ F SS = 15µeV, the V exciton dipole rotates toward the H exciton dipole where efficient spontaneous emission into the H cavity mode takes place. This mechanism contributes to damp the exciton population during the excitation, leading to a higher n at π-pulse. Figure 3f presents the average number of photon at π-pulse for three values of ∆ F SS , as a function of the pulse duration.
For each value of the ∆ F SS , the mean photon number n at π-pulse presents a minimum value. The smaller ∆ F SS , the lower the minimal photon number n is and the longer the optimal pulse.
We have reported on a highly efficient solid state interface between a flying and a stationary quantum bit. This has been obtained by deterministically inserting a QD in an electrically controlled pillar cavity that ensures both an excellent mode matching with incident Gaussian beams and a state of the art cooperativity of C = 13. The device presented here has been designed to operate with a neutral exciton. Similar cavities, coupled to a positively charged exciton, bring exciting perspectives to demonstrate new quantum functionalities. Since the charged exciton optical resonance can be used to initialize the hole spin [31] , manipulating a single spin with only a single photon is foreseeable using the present technology [32] . Such efficient spin-photon interface would open the way to deterministic quantum gates between delayed photons as well as cluster state generation [33] . The bottom mirror is gradually n-doped while the top one is p-doped. After the in-situ optical lithography defining the cavities centered on the QDs, the sample is etched and standard p contacts are defined on a large frame (≈ 100 × 100µm 2 ) connected to the circular frame around the micropillar (see Fig. 1a and Ref.
[S1]). A standard n contact is defined on the back of the sample.
Experimental setups
The experimental setup is based on a confocal geometry where the same microscope objective (NA 0.75) serves simultaneously for quantum dot (QD) excitation and photoluminescence (PL) emission collection. The excitation is provided by a tunable Ti-Sapph laser, providing 3 ps pulses at a 82 MHz repetition rate. The sample is kept at 4 Kelvin in a close-cycle cryostat with an exchange gas.
The laser pulse duration is adjusted by sending 3 ps laser pulses through a spectrometer and an etalon filter with 10 pm bandwidth. By adjusting the spectrometer slit size and the etalon angle, the pulse width can be continuously tuned between 10 ps and 100 ps.
Reflectivity measurement
To measure the reflectivity of the micropillar, a CW tunable laser focused on the pillar is reflected and sent to a detector (Exit 1 in Fig 2a) . The intensity of the reflected light is collected and measured as a function of the laser energy. When the exciton transition is not in resonance with the mode of the cavity, a reflectivity dip is observed corresponding to the bare cavity resonance (Fig. S1, top) . The width of the cavity mode gives an accurate value of the cavity damping κ = 120µeV corresponding to a Q-factor equal to 11000. From the value of the reflectivity at the cavity energy R min , we can extract the coupling of the pillar through the top mirror κ top /κ : R min = (1 − 2κ top /κ) 2 . We extract two possible values for the output coupling κ top /κ = 0.7 ± 0.05 or κ top /κ = 0.3 ± 0.05. Considering that the mirrors of the cavity are highly asymmetric (with 30/20 pairs) and that the same device acts as a bright single photon source [S2] , we deduce that κ top /κ = 0.7 ± 0.05.
By changing the electrical applied bias, the exciton transition is tuned in resonance with the cavity mode. The exciton transition appears as the narrow peak in the middle of the cavity resonance (Fig. S1, bottom) . The height of the peak depends on the coupling strength between the QD and the cavity g and on the coherence rate γ = γ sp /2 + γ * , where γ sp is the spontaneous emission rate in the other modes and γ * the pure dephasing rate [S3] . By fitting the experimental data, we extract a coupling strength equal to g = 21 ± 2µeV and a radiatively limited coherence rate equal to γ = 0.30 ± 0.10µeV . The device cooperativity C = g 2 /κγ reaches the very high value of C = 13.
THEORY
The quantum dot (QD) is modeled as a three-level system with a ground state |G and two excited states |X and |Y corresponding to two linearly polarized excitonic states (See Figure S2 ). The respective energies of the excitons are denoted ω X and ω Y = ω X + ∆ F SS where ∆ F SS is the fine structure splitting. The QD interacts with the two orthogonally polarized cavity modes H and V with respective lowering operators denoted a H and a V , of respective frequencies ω H and ω V . The exciton eigenstates are transformed into the cavity-polarization basis through a rotation by an angle θ: |V = cos(θ)|X + sin(θ)|Y and |H = − sin(θ)|X +cos(θ)|V . In this basis, the Hamiltonian of the QD-cavity system readŝ
whereĤ QD = (δ Each exciton can relax towards the vacuum with a spontaneous emission rate γ. On the other hand, each cavity mode is coupled to a 1D continuum of modes and to a reservoir of lossy modes of same polarization, giving rise to a decay rate denoted κ and κ loss respectively.
Excitation by a coherent field
When the cavity is pumped with a coherent V -polarized field through the 1D channel, it gives rise to an additional term in the HamiltonianĤ p = (Ω * (t)a V +Ω(t)a
